GLA Reference and Instruction Interest Group Officers' Meeting
Virtual Meeting
June 30, 2018
2:00 – 2:30 PM
Minutes

Attendance
• Angiah Davis, Catherine Manci, Teresa Nesbitt

Discussion Items
• GLC presentation: Angiah secured a presentation for RISIG at the 2018 Georgia Libraries Conference. The session will be conducted via six lightning talks on the topic of 'Best Practices in Reference and Instruction.' Catherine suggested putting out a call for proposals to the RISIG listserv. Deadline for proposal submissions will be August 1st. If we do not receive a sufficient response to the call for proposals, the RISIG officers will select presenters to fill the six slots.

• Elections: Angiah will check with Casey Long about logistics for the election of RISIG officers for the coming year. We will see if elections can be held during the 2018 GLC RISIG business meeting.

• Professional development: Angiah suggested starting a monthly digest of professional development resources and opportunities for the RISIG listserv. The three officers will rotate responsibility each month to create and disseminate the digest. RISIG also received funding for the webinar 'Librarians, Get What You Want,' but the webinar is no longer available. Angiah will talk to Fred Smith about choosing a different professional development resource for the Interest Group.

• Social event: Teresa suggested a luncheon for local area librarians in July. Angiah will send out an invitation to the event via the RISIG listserv.